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Abstract
Evaluations are often focused on assessing merit, value, outcome or some other 
feature of a programme, project, policy or some other object. Evaluation research 
is then more concerned with the particular rather than the general – even more so, 
when qualitative methods are used. But does this mean that evaluations should not 
be used to generalise? If it is possible to generalise from evaluations, under what 
circumstances can this be legitimately achieved? The authors of this article have 
previously argued for generalising from qualitative research (GQR), and in this article, 
they extrapolate the discussion to the field of evaluation. First, the article begins with 
a discussion of the definitions of generalisability in research, recapping briefly on our 
arguments for GQR. Second, the differentiation between research and evaluation 
is explored with consideration of what literature there is to justify generalisation 
from qualitative evaluation (GQE). Third, a typology derived from the literature is 
developed, to sort 54 evaluation projects. Fourth, material from a suite of evaluation 
projects is drawn from to demonstrate how the typology of generalisation applies in 
the context of evaluations conducted in several fields of study. Finally, we suggest a 
model for GQE.
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Introduction

Generalising from qualitative research (GQR) has been an abiding interest of the 
authors throughout their careers (Falk & Guenther, 2006; Guenther & Falk, 2019a, 
2019b). Of all the projects, 54 have been evaluations in a variety of contexts across 
Australia and Indonesia (Arnott et al., 2012; Falk et al., 2006; Guenther et al., 2009). 
Commissioners invariably want answers to questions, but a sub-text of their enquiries 
is whether these results can be applied in other places, situations or times for the pur-
poses of upscaling or replicating programmes (see Mertens & Wilson, 2018, Chapter 
8). The issues we have researched have spanned disciplines and topics, including 
social capital, community development, literacy education, education, biosecurity, 
domestic violence and child protection. In most cases, the concerns are about improv-
ing outcomes from programmes and assessing impact on programme participants.

This article brings together work from two main fields of interest: first, GQR; and 
second, exploring the purposes of evaluation, focusing on how generalising from qual-
itative evaluation (GQE) may be achieved, thereby furthering debate around GQE. 
Supporting data from a suite of policy-based evaluation projects is presented, which 
illustrate where generalisations from qualitative evaluations have been made. In con-
junction with the literature, this provokes a discussion of a potential model for GQE 
and principles which emerge as relevant when considering GQE.

Literature review

Is there a need to differentiate ‘research’ from ‘evaluation’?

It could be argued that there is little need to differentiate between research and evalu-
ation because of the similarities between their associated practices, in terms of data 
collection methods, ethical conduct and analysis (Chen, 2018). Russ-Eft and Preskill 
(2009) suggest generalisability is not a major goal or concern for evaluation where it 
is for research, though this assertion does not mean that generalisability is not possible 
from evaluation. Patton (2015) argues that evaluation and research have different pur-
poses: the former is about making judgements about programmes and policies, while 
the latter aims to ‘test theory and contribute to knowledge’ (p. 17). Nor does this asser-
tion mean that new knowledge – for example, in the form of a new theory of change 
– cannot be used for generalisation. Mathison (2008) suggests that similarities exist: 
‘Because evaluation requires the investigation of what is, doing evaluation requires 
doing research’ (p. 188). This leaves open the possibility that doing evaluation can 
create new generalisable knowledge that, for the purposes of this article, an under-
standing of GQR can be applied to GQE.

Definitions of and arguments for GQR

Vogt (2005) defines generalisability as ‘The extent to which you can come to conclu-
sions about one thing (often, a *population) based on information about another (often, 
a sample)’ (p. 131). This definition disguises a contested understanding among research 
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methodologies, which tend to split along binarised qualitative/quantitative lines. Miller 
and Brewer (2003) define quantitative generalisation as ‘a process of first establishing 
the empirical reliability of facts and then using these facts to assess the validity of theory’ 
(p. 127). The argument for GQR stems also from other respected academics. For exam-
ple, Patton (2015) summarises 12 approaches to qualitative generalisation depending on 
different inquiry perspectives. Eisenhart (2009) makes similar claims, identifying five 
main types of qualitative generalisation: theoretical, probabilistic, nomological, 
grounded and syntheses/meta-analysis. Lewis et al. (2013) argue for just three approaches 
– representational, inferential and theoretical generalisation, while Larsson (2009) iden-
tifies five ways that qualitative research can be employed for generalisation – two for 
falsification and three for confirmation. Tsang (2014), in an examination of generalisa-
tion from 25 case studies between 2008 and 2012, shows three types: theoretical, empiri-
cal and falsification. He concludes that ‘For cross-population generalization, there is 
simply no reason why case study results should be inherently less generalizable’ (Tsang, 
2014, p. 379) compared with quantitative methods.

In terms of GQEs, Yin (2013) advances the notion of analytic generalisation:

By analytic generalization is meant the extraction of a more abstract level of ideas from a set 
of case study findings − ideas that nevertheless can pertain to newer situations other than the 
case(s) in the original case study . . . (p. 325)

Elsewhere, Yin (2014) expands on this idea:

An analytic generalization consists of a carefully posed theoretical statement, theory, or 
theoretical proposition. The generalization can take the form of a lesson learned, working 
hypothesis, or other principle that is believed to be applicable to other situations (not just 
other ‘like cases’). (p. 68)

Based on the above, it is reasonable to accept that GQR is not only possible, but also 
practically doable. ‘Lessons learned,’ in Yin’s words, are often employed in evaluation 
reports to demonstrate what went wrong or what worked or what might work – poten-
tially in the form of a theoretical proposition, or as we have previously termed it, a 
‘Normative Truth Statement’ (Guenther & Falk, 2019b).

The evaluator’s role

While it may seem somewhat tangential to the discussion of GQE, evaluators them-
selves play a significant role in the communication and use of evaluation results (King 
& Alkin, 2019). The Program Evaluation Standards suggest that ‘Without evaluator 
credibility, the utility of all facets of the evaluation is in jeopardy’ (Yarbrough et al., 
2011, p. 15). While the Standards themselves barely mention generalisation, there is 
adequate justification for use of evaluation to generalise findings within and beyond a 
programme, as noted in Yin (2014), above. To some extent, credibility depends not only 
on credentials, but also on the trusted relationship between evaluators and commission-
ers (Wond, 2017). ‘Engaging in an effective evaluation that involves qualitative inquiry 
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without developing and maintaining trusting relationships is inconceivable’ (Goodyear 
et al., 2014, p. 258).

A typology of GQE

From a distillation of literature reviewed here, a typology of GQE is presented. 
Although there are overlaps in the proposed types, the intent is to test the products of 
our evaluation work to determine how the evaluation approaches fit the typologies 
presented. The synthesised typology now follows. The creation of a typology extrapo-
lates and extends our previous theorising on the topic of GQR (Guenther & Falk, 
2019a, 2019b).

Generalisation through falsification. Larsson (2009), discussing GQR, talks about chal-
lenging normative assumptions of truth – falsifying commonly held assumptions. Tsang 
(2014), discussing GQR in case studies, makes a similar point such that the result of 
falsification is a rejection of previous normative truth through a process of theory testing 
– ‘a rejection of hypotheses based on case evidence’ (Tsang 2014, p. 375). For example, 
if findings from an individual evaluation challenge causal logic, then a new truth state-
ment can be developed. An example would be findings of a programme that previously 
had shown only positive results, now shows negative findings. Flyvbjerg (2006) points 
to the power of a single observation which can dismiss a previously held truth:

Falsification is one of the most rigorous tests to which a scientific proposition can be 
subjected: If just one observation does not fit with the proposition, it is considered not valid 
generally and must therefore be either revised or rejected. (p. 228)

Generalisation through patterns. Larsson (2009) provides justification for generalisa-
tion from patterns: ‘Generalization by recognizing a pattern can happen even if the 
context-to-be-understood is different from the original study, as long as the pattern is 
recognizable’ (p. 35). He suggests that this is highly interpretive and depends on audi-
ences drawing conclusions and works best when the research is about process – again, 
highly relevant to evaluation. Inductive arguments are important here. Patton (2015) 
suggests that ‘Knowledge that can be applied to future action and derived from multi-
ple sources of evidence (triangulation)’ (p. 716) in part through considering the pat-
terns observed across programmes and through cross-disciplinary patterns. In a similar 
vein, Knottnerus et al. (2020) describe a similar process as ‘exemplary generalization’ 
(p. 137), where similarities between individual cases can lead to increased likelihood 
of medical diagnoses. Importantly, the generalisations made are not 100% certain; 
rather, they increase the probability of similar outcomes based on observed patterns in 
a limited number of cases to more cases.

Generalisation from single case to (multiple) case. Chenail (2010) suggests that the onus is 
on the ‘reader’ to generalise from the examined to the unexamined: ‘Case-to-case trans-
fer occurs whenever a person in one setting considers adopting a program or idea from 
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another one’ (p. 5). This is akin to Stake’s (2000) description of ‘naturalistic generaliza-
tion’ where a reader’s experience concurs with a normative statement. Smaling (2003), 
warns that case-to-case generalisation is ‘based on chance-capitalization, more a guess-
ing game or a stroke of luck’ (p. 53), although he points to the possibility of using ‘ana-
logical reasoning’ – that is, inductive argumentation (p. 56) which leads to plausible 
conclusions. Knottnerus et al. (2020) describe this kind of generalisation as ‘receptive 
generalization’ (p. 138), which is dependent not on luck, but rather on ‘provision of suf-
ficient, accessible and comprehensible information by the researchers’ (p. 138).

Analytic generalisation or generalisation to (and from) theory. Yin (2014) makes a clear 
distinction between experiments and case studies: ‘Both kinds of studies are likely to 
strive for generalisable findings or lessons learned – that is, analytic generalizations . . . 
’ (p. 40). Mertens and Wilson (2018) define lessons learned as ‘generalizations of con-
clusions applicable for wider use’ (Kindle Location 13024). Yin (2013) also discusses 
the use of theory in evaluations: Case study evaluations frequently use logic models, 
initially to express the theoretical causal relationships between an intervention and its 
outcomes . . . (p. 324). Theory-driven evaluations are designed for this purpose:

The general idea behind [Theory Driven Evaluation] is to sufficiently understand the 
program so that it can be implemented or generalized beyond a particular context. (Goodyear 
et al., 2014, p. 86)

Another way of achieving generalisation from empirical qualitative data is to con-
struct theoretical ‘types’, drawing from the patterns observed in individual cases (Weis 
& Willems, 2017). This approach differs from the second type described above in that 
it relies on inferential induction of the case study data to a theoretical type (which are 
then used in subsequent cases) rather than a predication of generalised truth based on 
the patterns themselves.

The methodology used for the development of this article now follows.

Method

Jackson and Mazzei (2018) describe the ‘thinking with theory’ approach adopted 
in this article as one which embraces ‘. . . the practice of putting theory to work in 
a move that begins to create a language and way of thinking methodologically and 
philosophically together that is up to the task’ (p. 719). Mazzei (2020) discusses 
this as ‘process methodology as happening in the middle of things, in the threshold’, 
‘always in the process of becoming’ (p. 1). She says this ‘improvisational inquiry 
is what I have encountered in my own work thinking concepts and problems 
together’ (p. 1).

The theory in the work described here is concerned with generalisability from qual-
itative methods. The task is the synthesised understanding of 25 years of evaluative 
work. The materials are the artefacts or products of our work (reports and publica-
tions). We are not as concerned with individual research/evaluation projects, but with 
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their impact, consequences and unintended outcomes. We, as the authors, have the best 
chance of knowing that, which can be referenced under insider knowledge. This 
knowledge holds ‘special advantage’ for the insider because of the ‘enmeshed’ nature 
of research which is situated in sites that ‘hold their work and lives together’ (Kemmis 
et al., 2014, p. 5). The problem we are ‘in the middle of’ is the problem of how to 
account for the generalisations emerging from numerous qualitative evaluation pro-
jects. We acknowledge that this methodology is not the kind of orthodox research 
methodology used in a single case study or even in a large-scale multi-site evaluation, 
but it is fit for the task described in this article.

The research question posed for this task is as follows:

How are outcomes from qualitative evaluations generalised?

Richardson and St Pierre (2018) describe ‘creative analytic processes’ where writ-
ing itself is the method of inquiry. The researchers have adopted this process as a 
means of objectifying data which could be seen as being ‘too close to us’. GQR was 
first described in 2006 at a conference on research for vocational education (Falk & 
Guenther, 2006). Ten years on, with new evidence, a new analytic and ‘thinking with 
theory’ process was resumed, first for a Handbook of Vocational Education (Guenther 
& Falk, 2019b) and then for a journal on qualitative research (Guenther & Falk, 
2019a). This latest expression of creative analytical process builds on previous work 
by extending the thinking with theory from the field of the researcher to the field of the 
evaluator, retaining the capacity to use insider information regarding uses and impacts 
through a rigorous and justifiable methodology.

Procedure and analysis

The typology of GQE posited earlier is used as a lens for critical assessment of evalu-
ation projects – the data for the purposes of this article. The ‘data’ analysed are evalu-
ation reports and papers we have produced. In each report, we looked for evidence of 
application of (or at least possibility for application of) typologies. The method applied 
to this process was a series of dialogic discussions around a whiteboard. These were 
somewhat messy dumps of ideas designed to creatively analyse the body of work up 
for discussion (see Figure 1). Next, we considered how we used reporting language to 
support generalisation. We also considered the application of GQR principles we have 
previously described in terms of Normative Truth Statements (NTSs) and 
Generalisability Cycles. Finally, we considered what we as evaluators brought to the 
evaluation project’s capacity for generalisation.

Findings

Here, the typologies applied to each of 54 qualitative evaluation projects presented in 
Table 1 are considered. To give depth to the analysis, a suite of policy-based evalua-
tions conducted between 2005 and 2010 are examined.
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Figure 1. Example of one of the whiteboard discussions used for the purpose of this article.

Table 1. List of qualitative evaluation projects conducted by the authors from 1995 to 
2020.

Year Project name/evaluation of . . . Principal field of 
study

Typology(ies) 
employed)a

1995 Literacy and numeracy practice Policy 2, 4
1997 NSW literacy tests Adult learning 4
1998 Meander Valley Weed Strategy Agriculture/NRM 2
1998 North East Education and Training project Adult learning 2
1999 Distance Materials Adult learning 2
1999 Literacy and Numeracy Adult learning 2
1999 Deloraine Online Adult learning 2
1999 User Choice Policy 2
2000 George Town Municipality Skills Audit Adult learning 2
2000 Community Development Projects Community and 

cultural development
2,3

2000 Queensland Community Training Adult learning 2, 4
2001 Circular Head Skills Audit Adult learning 2
2001 Training Needs Analysis (AFFA) Adult learning 2
2003 DPIWE skills audit Adult learning 2
2004 Break O’Day Volunteer Resource Centre Community and 

cultural development
2

2004 Kigaruk Men’s Indigenous Leadership 
Development Program

Community and 
cultural development

2, 3

2004 Information Technology Training Project Adult learning 2

 (Continued)
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Year Project name/evaluation of . . . Principal field of 
study

Typology(ies) 
employed)a

2004 Secondary Education in the NT Policy 2
2005 Oakleigh House Redevelopment Project Schools, families and 

social support
2

2005 Learnline at Charles Darwin University Adult learning 2
2005* NT Government’s Family and Domestic 

Violence Strategy
Policy 2

2005 East Arnhem Communities for Children Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2005 Palmerston/Tiwi Communities for 
Children

Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2005 South-East Tasmania Communities for 
Children

Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2005 Burnie Communities for Children Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2005 Child Nutrition Program Invest to Grow Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2006* NT ‘bilateral’ Domestic and Family 
Violence Initiatives

Policy 2, 4

2008 Centacare Tasmania programmes Schools, families and 
social support

2

2008* Northern Territory Differential Response 
Framework (DRF) Pilot

Policy 3, 4

2008 Safe from the Start Schools, families and 
social support

2

2008 Parents and Learning at Napranum Adult learning 3
2008 FAST NT programmes Schools, families and 

social support
1, 2, 4

2009 Department of Education Flexible 
Provision Program, North-West Tasmania

Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2009 Nungalinya College Bilingual Family and 
Community Studies Project

Adult learning 3

2009 Akeyulerre Healing Centre Community and 
cultural development

1, 3, 4

2009 TrainingPlus Adult learning 1
2009 Communities for Children Palmerston 

Tiwi Islands
Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2009 NTCS Sex Offending Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2010 Centacare’s (NW Tasmania) Weathering 
Family Separation Program

Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2010 Burnie Communities for Children Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

Table 1. (Continued)

 (Continued)
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Projects and typologies

Table 1 lists all the qualitative evaluation projects the authors have conducted in the 
period 1995 to 2020. For each project we have identified one of five principal fields of 
study as policy, adult learning, agriculture/natural resource management (NRM), com-
munity and cultural development, and schools, families and social support. These fields 
of study represent our fields of interest in research and evaluation. In each case, our 
assessment determined that some form of GQE resulted. In the last column, we identify 
the typologies we have employed for each evaluation project. Most projects fit a ‘pat-
terns’ or ‘analytic’ typology, although there is a small number that employ case to case 
and falsification typologies. There is also a shift in typologies that becomes evident 
from about 2005 where analytic typologies become more prominent. This came about 

Table 1. (Continued)

Year Project name/evaluation of . . . Principal field of 
study

Typology(ies) 
employed)a

2010* Northern Territory Families and Children 
Targeted Family Support Service (TFSS)

Policy 1, 2, 4

2010 Cognitive Coaching Program for the 
Tasmanian Principals Association North-
West Tasmania

Adult learning 2

2010 Teacher Accommodation in North-West 
Tasmania

Policy 2

2011 Aspire – A Pathway to Mental Health Inc. Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2011 Burnie High School Newstart Program Schools, families and 
social support

2, 4

2011 TVET System performativity Adult learning 2
2011 AUSVEG Agriculture/NRM 2
2014 Wraparound Services Community and 

cultural development
1, 2

2016 Warlpiri Education and Training Trust Adult learning 2, 4
2017 Suicide Story Schools, families and 

social support
2, 4

2017 Opportunities and Benefits for 
collaboration on Indonesian Plant 
Biosecurity: a bilateral approach

Agriculture/NRM 2, 4

2018 inDigiMOB Adult learning 2, 4
2019 Nawarddeken Academy Schools, families and 

social support
2, 4

2020 Codes4Life Community and 
cultural development

2, 4

DRF: differential response framework; NRM: natural resource management.
a(1) Falsification; (2) patterns; (3) (single) case to (many) case(s) generalisation through inductive reason-
ing; and (4) analytic generalisation to (and from) theory (lessons learned).
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primarily because commissioners were demanding use of logic models or theories of 
change. This is not to suggest that there is an increased probability of generalisability 
where more than one typology is observed. The point of the table is simply to demon-
strate that there is a fit to one or more type of generalisation, similar to an approach 
adopted by Tsang (2014) in relation to case study research.

Case study of policy-based evaluations

To provide more detail, and for the purpose of illustration, we have (for convenience) 
selected one strand of policy-based evaluations that we worked on in the period from 
2005 to 2010 simply to demonstrate how the typologies may be applied and to show 
how these typologies relate to different forms of generalisation. The selected cases are 
marked with asterisks in the first column of Table 1. The first two related to domestic 
violence (2005 and 2006) and the latter two to child protection (2008 and 2010). All 
projects were based in the Northern Territory of Australia, and all relate to social poli-
cies relevant to families and children.

Each project was auspiced through different government departments. Three of the 
projects could be described as multi-site projects where a key part of the methodology 
was identifying patterns across the data set (2005 Family and Domestic Violence and 
2010; Family and Domestic Violence, 2006 Targeted Family Support). Collectively, 
all four projects drew on 251 qualitative participant interviews. Patterns in the data 
were therefore very important for establishing normative truths that could apply to 
recommendations. Three of the four projects applied a theoretical analytic process to 
assess and revise a theory of change (2006 Family and Domestic Violence, 2008 DRF 
and 2010 TFSS). One project (2008 DRF) was built around a single case study and 
used several data sources. One project, 2010 TFSS, used falsification by challenging 
assumptions embedded within the logic of the programme.

In each case, findings led to generalised conclusions. The 2005 Domestic Violence 
project identified generalisable ‘factors contributing to effectiveness of the Strategies’ 
(Learning Research Group and Department of Chief Minister, 2007) and associated 
recommendations. These learnings were carried over into the second project, the 2006 
Family and Domestic Violence evaluation. One of the recommendations from the 2005 
project was to use logic models for future assessment, and this was carried into the 2006 
evaluation, which drew from 10 separate trials across the Northern Territory. The final 
report (Arnott et al., 2009) drew on a methodology that included a logic model for each 
activity and generalised questions, such as ‘What are the common principles and fac-
tors that contribute to family violence programs working well?’ The answer to these 
questions was in effect a set of common principles and factors, leading to a set of rec-
ommendations and an accompanying set of ‘criteria for sustainable development’, all 
of which were general in nature, some of which we have drawn on for later studies.

The commissioners then funded a related project which sought to build a differen-
tial response framework to address child protection issues in the Northern Territory. 
The project revolved around a single trial site as a case study, relying on a detailed 
logic model. This was used to test assumptions of the programme. Although most of 
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the findings were focused on the case study site, the recommendations were future-
oriented as the relevant department was considering extending the trial to a territory-
wide service. This was later done and we were invited to conduct an evaluation of 
what became known as the Targeted Family Support Service (TFSS). The final report 
for this evaluation (Arnott et al., 2012) again made generalisable future-oriented rec-
ommendations that responded in part to one of the evaluation questions: ‘What are the 
implications that emerge for the future of the DRF in the Northern Territory?’ The final 
report also explicitly revised the theory of change based on the findings and, impor-
tantly, falsified some assumptions built into the logic model. The extent to which gov-
ernment applied these generalisable recommendations is questionable – one reason 
being that a change in government in 2012 shifted the focus of child protection to a 
more neo-liberal conservative policy.

In both the domestic violence and child protection examples, there was tacit evi-
dence of an iterative ‘generalisability cycle’ (Guenther & Falk, 2019b) at play. These 
cycles were not identified at the time. However, with hindsight, the iterative processes 
of testing and building theory through logic models, confirming and challenging 
assumptions based on empirical evidence and adding new NTSs as a result were evi-
dent over time and across all four projects. The important point to note here is that over 
time it is possible to track the development of programmes beyond the evaluation and 
retrospectively observe how they connect and build on each other. We explore this in 
some detail in our work on GQR (Guenther & Falk, 2019a).

The principles, lessons learned and recommendations generated are effectively 
‘Normative Truth Statements’ which apply both within the cases – for example, the 
2005 Domestic Violence project had generalisable implications for whole of govern-
ment, cross silo strategies within the Northern Territory Government – and beyond the 
case, where, for example, the DRF project made recommendations for 2010 upscaled 
TFSS project. The common thread across all for cases was the identification of pat-
terns within practice and strategy, which allowed us to draw generalisable conclusions 
and make recommendations accordingly.

Discussion

Thinking with theory: Strengths and limitations

The approach taken for this article, drawing on a ‘thinking with theory’ coupled with 
‘creative analytic’ methodology has allowed us as retrospectively consider the artefacts 
of our work as assemblages examined through a lens of generalisability theory to gener-
ate a typology for GQE. We acknowledge the highly subjective nature of this work, 
which could be seen as a limitation. However, within the frame of interpretive qualitative 
paradigms there is adequate justification for this approach, where ‘insider knowledge’ 
provides capacity for deep critical reflection (Kemmis et al., 2014). Thinking with the-
ory ‘relies on a willingness to borrow and reconfigure concepts, invent approaches, and 
create new assemblages that demonstrate a range of analytic practices of thought, crea-
tivity, and intervention’ (Jackson & Mazzei, 2018, p. 717). The development of typology 
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for GQE is creative work, but we argue is also a legitimate product of rigorous academic 
critical reflection. And while not all qualitative evaluations will or should be used for 
generalisation, the typology can be used by other evaluators to justify utility of their 
work beyond the specific context of the evaluand.

Reporting language for GQE

Any form of generalisation, quantitative, qualitative or combination, is carried out 
through language. Language is used with the intent to consider future applications, 
where there is a desire to know how probable something will be on the basis of what 
has already happened. The language we use to express this element of prediction could 
be numerical (based on statistics), or ‘recommendations’ or ‘principles’ often arising 
from observation of ‘patterns’ in the data, and ‘lessons learned’ often expressed as an 
‘analytic generalisation’ towards a theoretical position for future testing. These forms 
of language are different ways of saying that there is sufficient evidence to evaluate the 
success or otherwise of something that has happened – something in the past – and 
imply a level of confidence of what might happen in the future (see Mertens & Wilson, 
2018, Chapter 13). For example, an evaluation report may end with a set of recom-
mendations. An example is drawn from the DRF report (Guenther et al., 2009, p. 41):

Recommendation 15: It is recommended that a case management approach be continued.

Here, it can be seen that the recommendation suggests something should be done, 
based on the findings – in this case, an example of applying the ‘single case to many’ 
type. The language structure directly implicates future events and outcomes for the 
upscaled programme to be implemented across multiple sites.

Falsification is an important type of generalisation – and while not observed as 
often as other types, in the cases described earlier it did play a role. For example, in the 
2012 evaluation report for TFSS (Arnott et al., 2012), a recommendation emerged as 
follows:

Recommendation 3: It is recommended that in any future programs the key assumptions of 
that program are established.

This recommendation emerged because the programme assumptions developed by 
the funder were found to be false. One assumption, for example, was that ‘partner-
ships’ would facilitate better client outcomes. This turned out not to be true for this 
case and therefore draws into question the future use of partnerships in a continued 
version of the programme model.

The language of a report allows a prediction about future programmes, policies or 
practice to be made, even if that is not the intent of the evaluation. Researchers may 
apply methodologies and make more of the generalisability potential but will never-
theless use similar language structures used by evaluators. This clarifies the point cited 
earlier by the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation Program 
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Evaluation Standards in its reference to generalisation: ‘direct evaluation impact inter-
feres with generalisation that research aspires to’ (Yarbrough et al., 2011, p. xxvi) in 
that we can now see the actual point of that ‘interference’: the actual language of the 
outcomes is the point of interference as it is the point of generalisability, if we are talk-
ing about GQE, and the same words are the unavoidable means of reporting any kind 
of evaluation, and evaluators cannot avoid using that language.

Evaluator credibility based on ‘trust’

There is some literature on the impact of trust on research and evaluation processes 
(see section on Evaluator Credibility in the work of Yarbrough et al., 2011). There is 
little research on the impact of trust on how the commissioner of the research or evalu-
ation is influenced by their own developing trust of the evaluator’s track record over 
time (Wond, 2017 being one exception). So, we rely at this stage on inductions based 
on our evaluative work.

What we can say with confidence is this: Increased trust of the evaluator by the 
commissioner increases the commissioner’s likelihood of adopting evaluation results, 
assuring utility, and of implementing principles, recommendations, and lessons learned 
in ways we classify as ‘generalisation’. For now, we can only suggest that further 
research on the topic is needed to test our assumptions.

Towards a model of GQE application

The key focus of this article has been the development of a typology based on a review 
of the literature. We have applied this typology to 54 qualitative evaluation projects to 
test whether or not the typology fits. In the discussion, particularly on reporting lan-
guage for GQE, we have unpacked what this might mean for evaluation utility towards 
generalisation.

In synthesising the discussion and findings up to this point in the article, a tentative 
model of GQE is posited, with four assumptions: First, there is a perhaps yet still unre-
solved assumption about the intersection of research and evaluation, clarified somewhat 
under the subheading above ‘Reporting language for GQE’. Second is the assumption 
relating to why we would want to generalise from evaluations, noting that not all evalu-
ations can or should be used for this end. Third, we are assuming that the principles for 
GQR are now well established from our previous work and this can be used as a platform 
for extrapolation to GQE. Finally, although we acknowledge that this has not been fully 
explored in this article, we propose that evaluator credibility increases the confidence 
commissioners have in their ability to generalise findings from evaluations.

Figure 2, developed by the authors to represent the processes of GQE for this 
article, sets out four elements of qualitative evaluations, aligned in circles down the 
left side, brought together in relation to GQE outcomes of policy, programmes and 
practice (right side circle). The four elements on the left are, first, the methodologi-
cal elements and, second, the capacity to use NTSs and the generalisability cycle – 
part of the evaluation design for GQE (see Guenther & Falk, 2019b). Third is 
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important and newly identified in the generalisability potential – the evaluation 
reporting tools. This consists of the ‘reporting language’ explained earlier, whereby 
the four types of GQE are embedded in plausible recommendations, lessons learned 
and principles. These are tools used by evaluators to report outcomes and provide 
the pivot for potential generalisability from qualitative evaluation. Fourth and 
finally, there is the importance of authority, trust and credibility as factors in sup-
porting generalisability, which, over the long term, provides significant impetus to 

Figure 2. A model for potential GQE.
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both the uptake of outcomes and generalisability of the evaluation(s). This final 
point requires validation with further research.

The proposed model is not designed to explain everything about GQE. For exam-
ple, although we have identified four types of GQE, the extent to which they support 
generalisability may depend on multiple types being present to support arguments for 
GQE. Similarly, the influences of external factors such as politics and ideology are not 
considered in this model.

Conclusion

We have developed a tentative model of GQE which shows four elements brought 
together in relation to generalising from the evaluative outcomes of policy, pro-
grammes and practice. The four elements are as follows:

1. The data sources on which the evaluation and therefore potential generalisa-
tion are based;

2. The use of NTSs and the generalisability;
3. The evaluation reporting tools or reporting language used to express evaluative 

outcomes;
4. The influence of authority, trust and credibility.

In arriving at this model, the article reviewed the research on GQR and then made the 
case for extending this to GQE through the articulation of a typology, tested against a 
set of 54 qualitative evaluation cases. Drawing from a selection of the cases, we have 
pointed to the utility of evaluations for GQE using the language of reporting where 
recommendations, principles and lessons learned can be used to create plausible argu-
ments for generalisability.
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